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INTRODUCTION

Scope
Key findings

ASIA PACIFIC: AN EVOLVING TECH HUB

Payscape in Asia Pacific saw dramatic overhaul prior to pandemic
Leveraging digital technologies for economic growth
Asia leads in consumer spending growth on telecom services
Not all countries in the region are equally network-ready
A clear leader in capital investment in telecommunications
Significant regional stratification of access to financial services
Smartphone adoption driving significant m-commerce value
Explosive growth in proximity payments redefines the region
Local operators and fintech growth elevating merchant acceptance
Asia Pacific rests on the leading edge of development

FORCES CATALYSING INNOVATION

Exploring Forces Catalysing Innovation in Asia Pacific
Governments focus on developing new-age technologies
Governments successfully leverage payment policies for change
Innovative technologies offer new commerce capabilities
A large consumer base with favourable demographics
Rapid urbanisation creates substantial opportunities
An expanding middle class with rising affluence
Consumer expenditure is fuelled by consumer finance

COUNTRY STORYLINES

Country Storylines – Asia Pacific as an innovation breeding ground
China: A confluence of factors driving demand for financial services
China: Mobile payments and a shifting retail landscape
India: A young, large and growing population to drive demand
India: Ambitious policy and technology experiments
Southeast Asia: A high-growth region with large consumer base
Southeast Asia: Superapps enjoy a bright outlook
Japan: The transit card of the future and a legacy of innovation
South Korea: Effective consumer payment policy

CONCLUSION: REGION GOING FORWARD

A diverse region with great opportunities
Asia Pacific: Consumer finance lessons
Report notes

About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
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of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/unleashing-consumer-finance-innovation-in-
asia-pacific/report.


